Abstract-Dynamic data is referring to data that are being produced continuously and their volume can potentially amount to infinity. They can be found in many daily applications such as e-commerce, security surveillance and activities monitoring. Such data call for a new generation of mining algorithms, called stream mining that is able to mine dynamic data without the need of archiving them first. This paper 1 studies the efficacy of a prominent stream mining method, called iOVFDT that stands for Incrementally Optimized Very Fast Decision Tree, under the environments of dynamic data. Six scenarios of dynamic data which have different characteristics are tested in the experiment. Each type of dynamic data represents a decision-making problem which demands an efficient classification mechanism such as decision tee to quickly and accurately classify a new case into a defined group. iOVFDT is compared with other popular stream mining algorithms, and it shows its superior performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Web mining [1] attracted much research attention nowadays because of the popularity of applications running on the Web as well as their practical importance in businesses that operate on the Web platform. Specifically the Web data pose certain challenging to data mining research community for they are relatively more unstructured, the data feeds are continuous and dynamicthe data may arrive asynchronously with possibly no end. Traditional data mining algorithms are designed to work with fixed training dataset; once a prediction model is trained based on the fixed training dataset, it is ready to test new data and make prediction. Should the underlying model need to be updated due to the change of data, the whole model would have to be reconstructed again.
In advent of the time critical applications, so-called real-time applications that work with dynamic data [2] , a new breed of data mining models aka stream mining emerged. The model building algorithms of stream mining are designed in response to dynamic data which exhibit dynamic characteristics such as unpredictable missing values or noises, and endless data flow. For example, web logs that are generated from a busy ecommerce website are never-ending and they may come from a wide variety of activities on the website. Most of the commercial software tools, however, are based on traditional data mining algorithms, usually coupled with their database management software packages. In the data mining research community there are no shortage of stream mining algorithms nevertheless. A classical one is called Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) [3] , which can build a decision tree simply by keeping track of the statistics of the attributes of the incoming data. When sufficient statistics have accumulated at each leaf, a nodesplitting algorithm determines whether there is enough statistical evidence in favor of a node-split, which expands the tree by replacing the leaf with a new decision node. VFDT learns by incrementally updating the tree while scanning the data stream on the fly. This powerful concept is in contrast to a traditional decision tree that requires the reading up of a full dataset for tree induction. VFDT uses Hoeffding Bound (HB) for available memory usage in the node-splitting process. The obvious advantage is the anytime data mining capability, which frees it from the need to store up all of the data for training the decision tree.
Recently an innovative and effective incremental optimization model for VFDT is proposed in [4] , which is called Incrementally Optimized Very Fast Decision Tree (I-OVFDT). The features of iOVFDT are summarized briefly as follow: (1) it combines incremental optimization to decision tree model for high-speed data streams; (2) it facilitates an optimization algorithm in which the parameters for tree-growing are automatically computed, instead of fixed values that have to be predefined by users; (3) the incremental model maintains a balanced tree model amongst accuracy, tree size and learning time. The features of iOVFDT as they can be seen above could potentially solve the shortcomings of stream mining of dynamic data.
The objective of this paper therefore is to study the efficacy of iOVFDT, under the environments of dynamic data. Six scenarios of dynamic data which have different characteristics are tested in the experiment. Each type of dynamic data represents a typical decision-making problem like those found in web applications, real-time security surveillance and activities monitoring. These applications often demand for an efficient and effective real-time classification to quickly and accurately classify a new test into a target group. In this paper iOVFDT is compared with other popular stream mining algorithms with respect to the six data `scenarios.
The rest of this paper is structured as follow: The theoretical formulation of iOVFDT is presented in Section 2. The dynamic data and their sources are described in Section 3. The experiment and discussion on the results then follow in Section 4. A conclusion is given in Section 5.
II. IOVFDT MODEL

A. Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT)
Assume S i is a set of data stream with the form (X, y), where X is a vector of d attributes and y is the actual discrete class label. Attribute X i is the i th attribute in X and is assigned a value of X i1 , X i2 … X ij , where
Suppose HT is a tree induction using Hoffding Bound (HB). The classification objective is to produce a decision tree model that predicts the classes in future examples from N past examples which represent a segment of data stream that arrived previously. The example size is unbounded that N ∞.
The tree is built by recursively replacing leaves with decision nodes. Statistics n ijk of attribute X ij values are stored in each leaf y k . A heuristic evaluation function is used to determine split attributes for converting leaves to nodes. Nodes contain the split attributes and leaves contain only the class labels. When a sample enters, it traverses the tree from the root to a leaf, evaluating the relevant attributes at every node. At this time, the system evaluates each possible condition based on the attribute values -if the statistics are sufficient to support one test over the others, then a leaf is converted to a decision node. The splitting check uses a heuristic evaluation function G(.). The necessary number of samples (sample#) uses HB, shown in (1), to ensure control over errors in the attribute-splitting distribution selection.
For n independent observations of a real-valued random variable r whose range is R, HB illustrates that with a confidence level of 1-δ, the true mean of r is at least ‫̅ݎ‬ െ ߝ where ‫̅ݎ‬ is the observed mean of the samples. For a probability, the range R is 1 and for information gain, the range R is log 2 Class#. VFDT makes use of HB to choose a split attribute as a decision node. Let x a be the attribute with the highest G(.), and x b the attribute with the second-highest G(.). ‫ܩ∆‬ ̅ ൌ ‫ܩ‬ ̅ ሺ‫ݔ‬ ሻ െ ‫ܩ‬ ̅ ሺ‫ݔ‬ ሻ is the difference between the two greatest-quality attributes. If ‫ܩ∆‬ ̅ ‫ܤܪ‬ with n samples is observed in a leaf, and HB states with probability 1-δ that x a is the attribute with the highest value in G(.), then the leaf is converted into a decision node that splits on x a .
B. Incremental Optimization Function for VFDT
Suppose the optimization problem Π is defined as a tuple (ܺ, ࣠, Φ ). The set X is a collection of objects, and the feasible solution ࣠ are subsets of X that collectively achieve a certain optimization goal. The set of all possible solutions is ࣠ ⊆ 2 , and The solution is to be integrated into the decision tree induction model, whose algorithm is based on Hoeffding tree (HT) using the HB in node-splitting control. Therefore, the incremental optimization function can be expressed as a sum of several sub-objective functions:
(2) where Φ ∶ ࣠ → Թ is a continuously differentiable function and M is the number of objects in the optimization problem. iOVFDT builds a desirable tree model combining with an incremental optimization mechanism, seeking a compact tree model that balances the tree size, prediction accuracy and learning time. Consequently, the fixed installed parameters are replaced by an adaptive mechanism when new data arrive. The optimization problem is considered as: ‫݁ݖ݅݉݅݊݅݉‬
3) The proposed method shall find a general optimization function Φሺ‫ܶܪ‬ ௫ ሻ in (2), considering prediction accuracy, tree size and learning speed at the same time, so M = 3.
When a new data segment arrives, it will be sorted from the root to a leaf in terms of the existing HT model. The data stream S i contains information (X, y), where X is a vector of d attributes and y is the actual discrete class label in a supervised learning process. Attribute X i is the i th attribute in X and is assigned a value of X i1 , X i2 … X ij , where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d. Decision tree algorithm uses ‫ݕ‬ ෞ ൌ ‫ܶܪ‬ሺܺሻ to predict the class when a new data sample (X, y k ) arrives. The prediction accuracy ‫ݑܿܿܽ‬ is dynamically changing with the example size n growing in an incremental learning process, defined as:
In order to measure the utility of the three dimensions using a minimizing function in (3), the measure of prediction accuracy is reflected by the prediction error in (6) :
The classification goal is to produce a decision tree model HT from N examples that predicts the class ‫ݕ‬ ෞ in future examples with accuracy ‫.‬ In data stream mining, the example size is very large, even unlimited that n ∞.
A tree-path, starting from the root to a leaf, represents a regression pattern -the class ‫ݕ‬ ො stated in the leaf. When an internal node splits to be a new leaf, the total number of leaves grows. A decision model is a tree-like structure that presents the patterns of non-linear relationship mapping between X and the class by the tree-paths. The number of leaves in the decision model represents the number of patterns/rules in this model. Therefore, the definition of tree size is the number of leaves in decision model. When a leaf is being generated, the tree size grows. The data flow continuously that the decision model incrementally refreshes when a new leaf is created. Therefore, the tree size function is:
The conditions of iOVFDT node splitting, which inherits the use of HB in (1), where ‫ܩ∆‬ ̅ ൌ ‫ܩ‬ ̅ ሺ‫ݔ‬ ሻ െ ‫ܩ‬ ̅ ሺ‫ݔ‬ ሻ is the difference between the two best attributes.
iOVFDT is a one-pass algorithm that builds a decision model using a single scan over the training data. The sufficient statistics, which counts the number of examples passed an internal node, are the only updated elements in the one-pass algorithm. The calculation is a "plus one" incremental process that consumes little computation resource. Hence, the computation speed of such "plus one" operation for a new example passing is supposed as a constant value ‫݁ݐܴܽ‬ in learning process. The number of examples that have passed within an interval period of in node splitting control determines the learning time. Originally in VFDT, n min is a fixed value to control the interval time checking node splitting. 
where the range of Φ ௫ ሺ‫ܶܪ‬ ௫ ሻ is within the min-max constraint that Min:
Φ ሺ‫ܶܪ‬ ௫ ሻ exceeds this constraint, the existing HT is not suitable to embrace the new data input and that the tree model should not be updated. The node-splitting condition is adaptively reoptimized in OVFDT so that: ‫ܩ∆‬ ̅ ‫ܤܪ‬ , or Opt:
C. Enhanced Prediction with Functional Leaf
The prediction of HT can be further enhanced by an embedded Naïve Bayes classifier, Functional Tree Leaf (FTL) [6] . 
D. iOVFDT Algorithm
iOVFDT tree-building algorithm is presented in the pseudo codes here. On the base of the metrics, the input parameters are given in Figure 1 . The overall of iOVFDT is described in Figure 2 . If it is a new tree model, the tree should be initialized with a single root (Figure 3) . When new data stream arrives, it traverses from the root to a predicted FTL according to the existing tree model. If the node-splitting check met, the node-splitting estimation is implemented in Figure 5 . 
III. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM AND DATASETS
As a simulation platform for experiments, an iOVFDT Java package integrated with MOA toolkit [7] is programmed. The running environment is a Windows 7 PC with Intel Quad 2.8GHz CPU and 8G RAM. In all of the experiments, the parameters of the algorithms were δ=10 -6 and n min =200, which are default values recommended by MOA. δ is the allowable error in split decision and values closer to zero will require a longer time to decide (used in HB calculation); n min is the default number of instances a leaf should observe between split attempts.
Six scenarios of dynamic data which possess different characteristics are put under test in the experiment, with iOVFDT and other variants of VFDT. The data mining and data stream mining algorithms that are chosen for tests are as follow: C4.5 [8] , both pruned and un-pruned versions -that represent traditional data mining algorithm; and the rest that represent data stream mining algorithms -Incremental Naïve Bayes, the original version of VFDT, VFDT with FTL of Naviie Bayes, VFDT with FTL of Adaptive, and the family of iOVFDT algorithmsiOVFDT with FTL of Majority Class, iOVFDT with FTL of Naïve Bayes, iOVFDT with FTL of Weighted Naïve Bayes, and iOVFDT with FTL of Adaptive.
The representative dynamic data include the datasets of Robot Sensor (RS), iPod Sales on eBay (IP), Internet Usage (IU), Cover Type (CT), Person Activity (PA) and Network Attack (NA).
The datasets are extracted from real-world applications which are available for download from UCI Machine Learning Repository (archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html) and KDD Cup Data Center (www.sigkdd.org/kddcup). UCI Dataset Archive is a popular place for researchers downloading publicly available data for testing machine learning algorithms. KDD Cup is the annual Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery competition organized by ACM Special Interest Group on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining. The datasets are described below.
Robot Sensor (RS)
Robot Sensor (RS) dataset [9] was released in 2010. It was a non-linear classification task that collected from a robot following a wall in clockwise direction. 24 ultrasound sensors collected data for robot navigating. It contained 24 continuous attributes and 4 distinct classes, which navigated the robot's movement. We used the numeric attributes to build a decision model, which classified to one of the four classes "Move-Forward", "Slight-Right-Turn", "Sharp-Right-Turn" and "SlightLeft-Turn". Together with Person Activity Analysis dataset, RS dataset represent body movement activities which are dynamic in nature. The values of the attributes of such data change collaboratively that represent certain posture or movement; it may not be making any sense when the attribute values are viewed individual; but when they are combined together they implicitly mean a movement. The data instances change rapidly at times; and the sensor data are being generated continuously as a data stream even when the robot is idle. Depending on the sampling rate of the sensors, the data stream could flow continuously in at a high speed. The challenge is up to the decision tree to classify what behavior the robot is exhibiting given the data feed.
iPod Sales on eBay (IP) Auction platforms such as e-Bay serve as an important fusion example of internet community and e-commerce. Bidders trade among one another with a consideration of both the reputation of the other party as well as the quality of the product on bid. Often they want to attain an adequate price as a compromise between sellers and buyers. "How to obtain an optimal (reasonable) price?" is the question. In the light of this, some auction experts recommend shorter or longer bidding durations, lower or higher start prices, terminations of auctions on weekends or week days, and many other variants that will likely guarantee the success. In data mining a scientific answer to this question is attempted [10] .
The dataset represent an e-commerce scenario where an electronics retailer has noticed that its internet auctions somehow gain quite different sales revenues. Thus, typical patters hopefully can be obtained via a decision tree for the explanation of this effect. In order to maximize the profit it is hoped that an optimal auction listing with the correctly set attribute values (start and end times, duration, additional attributes like optional product display enhancements, etc.). For this, a decision tree model is built from some historical set of data for which each new auction predicts whether the actual sales revenue is higher than the average sales revenue of the product category.
The training dataset contains the data of the previous auctions of the past months utilizing the e-Bay auction market data program in 2006. The data, provided in full conformance with protection of data privacy, contains all required information for the solution of this task. It has a sample of 8,000 online auctions from the category. "Audio&Hi-Fi:MP3-Player:Apple iPod" has to be used for the description (classifier model) of the protection of the sales revenue.
Additionally, the average sales revenue of the product category (item_leaf_category_name) has already been calculated as attribute category_avg_gms, and the attribute gms_greater_avg indicates, whether the realized sales revenue was higher than the average of the product category.
In our experiment, a collection of stream mining decision tree models are built for predicting whether the sales revenue of an unseen transaction will be higher than the average sales revenue of the product category. The transactions are dynamic in nature as there is no fixed amount or interval of the transaction may come.
Internet Usage (IU) Internet Usage (IU) dataset was released in 1999. Data were collected from a survey [11] provided by the Graphics and Visualization Unit at Georgia Tech in 1997. It contained 72 discrete attributes of user's personal information and interests of using Internet. For a data mining utility, we use these data to build a decision model of user's occupations so that relevant advertising information will be delivered to approximate users. This is a typical scenario of Web recommendation where the information collected would be used to build a prediction model for automatically selecting a suitable product to recommend, or appropriate Web advertisement to display, to a Web visitor. The data exchanged are dynamic and interactive in nature. The interest or shopping trend may change over time, for instance due to seasonal changes and economy change.
Cover Type (CP) Cover Type (CP) dataset was released in 1999. Inventory data of forestland were provided for natural eco-system management. A total of 42 categorical attributes and 12 continuous attributes were used for two predictive models, which predicted seven different cover lands in this study. Originally, two established predictive models (neural network and linear discriminant) were provided with this dataset [12] . It was said that the neural network model had higher absolute accuracy (70.58%) than the linear discriminant analysis model (58.38%). In this experiment, decision trees of stream mining are tested. CP is a typical kind of GIS land surveillance information where data are continuously sent from sensors for processing.
Person Activity Analysis (PA) Person Activity Analysis (PA) dataset was released in 2010. It recorded the instances collected from four sensors on human body. Five people were examined in this study, each of who wore sensors on ankle left, ankle right, belt and chest. The instance includes two categorical attributes (identified the sensors and sequences), two time attributes (timestamp and date) and three numeric attributes collected from sensors. A decision model was established to classify human activities, e.g. walking, falling, etc. [13] .
Network Attack Detection (NA) Network Attack Detection (NA) was originally released for KDD 1999. It was used to establish a predictive model [14] to distinguish network intrusions and attacks from normal connections. A network connection was a packet of TCP transaction, in which data flows from and to an IP address to a targeted IP address under some network transferring protocols. 42 attributes were recorded in a connection instance. We used 10% of the full data (494021 instances) to build a predictive decision tree model to classify 23 distinct types of "bad" and "good" connections. A classification model can be adopted or embedded in network security software which recognizes the pattern of network attack -that of course change and evolve dynamically in operation.
The data structures of each experimental dataset are listed in Table I . Accuracy radar chart of the selected methods.
The accuracy was the percentage of correctly classified number of total instances. Tree size is a sum of the number of leaves and the number of nodes. The number of leaves also indicates how many patterns in the form of decision paths or conditional rules that a decision tree model contains. The learning speed is measured by the average time of building a decision tree model per N samples.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We test our data stream mining algorithms with respect to three major performance indicators, namely, Classification Accuracy, Model Size and Learning Speed.
A. Classificatin Accuracy
From Table II , in general, it is observed that C4.5 had better accuracy than the other methods in all tested datasets because it built its decision model from the full dataset. Therefore it can attain a globally best solution by going through all the training data at one time. The other methods are incremental learning process that obtained a locally optimum solution in each pass of data stream. The strikethroughs indicate those accuracies that are below the average. Obviously, one can see that only C4.5 and iOVFDT_ADP are able to achieve a 'full win' of satisfactory accuracies over the average across all the datasets. Figure 6 shows a graphical representation of the accuracies in the form of a stacked bar chart -despite C4.5, the iOVFDT family of algorithms (except MC) obtains pretty good accuracies. Therefore, when batch learning such as C4.5 is not feasible or available in scenarios of dynamic data stream mining, iOVFDT_ADP would be a good candidate.
VFDT is chosen as a benchmark for the accuracy improvement analysis. We used the percentage of accuracy improvement to compare different methods accordingly. It is known however that incremental Naïve Bayes had the worst performance while C4.5 and iOVFDT (with functional tree leaf) had significantly better improvement than the others. Meanwhile, Figure 6 also shows that Adaptive (ADP) functional leaf obtained better accuracy than the other functional leaves, for either VFDT or iOVFDT. Then the four methods are selected as a comparison in Figure 7 . Obviously pruned C4.5 has a best accuracy and iOVFDT_ADP is the second best, which had apparently higher accuracy than VFDT. Table III shows the model size which is calculated as the number of leaves over the number of nodes for different datasets. For all dataset, C4.5 built the decision model requiring largest tree size. Naïve Bayes does its prediction by using distribution probabilities, so that the decision model does not exhibit a tree-like structure. Although smaller tie-breaking threshold might bring respectively smaller tree size for VFDT, the accuracy is obviously worse than iOVFDT. It is interesting to see that the size of a globally best model (C4.5) is not much bigger than a locally optimum model (iOVFDT) because the latter algorithm allows the tree to grow incrementally over time.
D. Learning Speed
The speed of learning decision model was reflected by the time in seconds as shown in Table IV . In general, C4.5 has the slowest learning speed for all datasets. Comparing the average learning times of VFDT to iOVFDT, our experiment result shows both algorithms have a very similar learning speed. iOVFDT has a learning speed almost as fast as the original VFDT. This implies that the improved version, iOVFDT can achieve smaller tree size, good accuracy without incurring cost of slowing down the learning speed. Fast learning speed is important and applicable to time-critical applications.
V. CONCLUSION Dynamic data dominate many modern computer applications nowadays. They are characterized to be vast in size, fast moving in speed and consist of many attributes which do not make sense individually but they describe some behavourial patterns when analysed together over some time. Traditional data mining algorithms are designed to load a full archive of data, and then build a decision model. New data that arrive would have to be accumulated with the historical dataset, and together they would be scanned over again for rebuilding an up-to-date decision tree. A new generation of stream mining is therefore invented to tackle this problem. Very Large Decision Tree (VFDT) is a classical stream mining algorithm which can incrementally starts a decision tree from scratch and updates it whenever new sample comes, without the need of reprocessing the whole dataset. An extended version of VFDT called incrementally optimized VFDT or iOVFDT inherits the advantages of VFDT plus an extra optimization that balances the performance criteria -accuracy, tree size and learning time.
In this paper, for the first time, six selected dynamic data each of which represents a typical application scenario were tested under iOVFDT and other variants. The results are encouraging as they show that iOVFDT is able to produce good classification accuracies almost on par with C4.5 without the drawbacks of batch learning. Superior performance results like compact tree size and reasonable learning time can be achieved too. These advantages make iOVFDT a suitable candidate algorithm for real-world applications especially those that deal with dynamic data and real-time constraints. In the future it is planned to test again with the same dynamic datasets but by using other kinds of stream mining algorithms than decision tree types. The experiments will be extended also to dynamic data that come in variable rates in order to observe how data latency, irregular dynamic data loads and information overwhelm may affect Web applications that are built by different stream mining algorithms.
